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Fig. 3.— Map in equatorial coordinates of the 2190 selected neutrino candidates. The
position of the most significant cluster (see text) is indicated by the square. The circles

denote the positions of the 24 sources from the candidate list.
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background events for R � 1.31 from a combined model of Bar-
tol flux plus the average contribution from prompt models is 10.7
events.

A reasonable agreement between data and MC for the R distri-
bution both for atmospheric muons (cf. Fig. 2) and for atmospheric
neutrinos in the test region R <1.31 (cf. Fig. 5) is found. Conse-
quently the data was un-blinded for the signal region R � 1.31
and 9 high-energy neutrino candidates are found.

Systematic uncertainties on the expected number of back-
ground events in the high energy region (R � 1.31) include: (i) the
contribution of prompt neutrinos, estimated as +1.7

−0.3 events. In the
following, the largest value is conservatively used. (ii) The uncer-
tainties from the neutrino flux from charged meson decay as a
function of the energy. By changing the atmospheric neutrino spec-
tral index by ±0.1, both below and above ∼ 10 TeV (when the
conventional neutrino flux has spectral index one power steeper
than that of the primary CR below and after the knee, respec-
tively), the relative number of events for R � 1.31 changes at most
by ±1.1, keeping in the region R < 1.31 the number of MC events
equal to the number of data. The migration from the Bartol to the
Honda MC [22] produces a smaller effect. The uncertainties on the
detector efficiency (including the angular acceptance of the optical
module [14], water absorption and scattering length, trigger sim-
ulation and the effect of PMT afterpulses) amount to 5% after the
normalization to the observed atmospheric νµ background in the
test region.

The number of observed events is compatible with the num-
ber of expected background events. The 90% c.l. upper limit on
the number of signal events µ90%(nb) for nb = 10.7 ± 2 back-
ground events and nobs = 9 observed events including the sys-
tematic uncertainties is computed with the method of [23]. The
value µ90%(nb) = 5.7 is obtained. The profile likelihood method
[24] gives similar results. The corresponding flux upper limit is
given by Φ90% = Φν · µ90%/ns:

E2Φ90% = 5.3× 10−8 GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1 (7)

(our expected sensitivity is 7.0 × 10−8 GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1). This
limit holds for the energy range between 20 TeV to 2.5 PeV, as
shown in Fig. 4. The result is compared with other measured flux
upper limits in Fig. 6.3

A number of models predict cosmic neutrino fluxes with a
spectral shape different from E−2. For each model a cut value R∗ is
optimized following the procedure in Section 3.3. Table 3 gives the
results for the models tested; the value of R∗; the number Nmod
of νµ signal events for R � R∗; the energy interval where 90% of
the signal is expected; the ratio between µ90% (computed accord-
ing to [20]) and Nmod . A value of µ90%/Nmod < 1 indicates that the
theoretical model is inconsistent with the experimental result at
the 90% c.l. In all cases (except for [33]), our results improve upon
those obtained in [27–29].

5. Conclusions

A search for a diffuse flux of high energy muon neutrinos from
astrophysical sources with the data from 334 days of live time of
the ANTARES neutrino telescope is presented. A robust energy es-
timator, based on the mean number R of repetitions of hits on
the same OM produced by direct and delayed photons in the de-
tected muon-neutrino events, is used. The 90% c.l. upper limit for

3 Charged current ντ interaction can contribute via τ− → µ−ντ ν̄µ (and similarly
the ν̄τ ) by less than ∼ 10% both for signal and background. For the background, the
ντ contribution is almost completely absorbed by the uncertainty on the overall
normalization, while it is neglected in the signal.

Fig. 6. The ANTARES 90% c.l. upper limit for a E−2 diffuse high energy νµ + ν̄µ

flux obtained in this work, compared with the limits from other experiments. The
Frejus [25], MACRO [26], Amanda-II 2000-03 [27] limits refer to νµ + ν̄µ . The Baikal
[28] and Amanda-II UHE 2000-02 [29] refer to neutrinos and antineutrinos of all-
flavours, and are divided by 3. For reference, the W&B [4] and the MPR [5] upper
bounds for transparent sources are also shown. They are divided by two, to take into
account neutrino oscillations. The grey band represents the expected variation of
the atmospheric νµ flux: the minimum is the Bartol flux from the vertical direction;
the maximum the Bartol+RQPM flux from the horizontal direction. The central line
is averaged over all directions.

Table 3
Astrophysical flux models, the value of the R∗ which minimizes the MRF, the ex-
pected number of events Nmod , the energy range $E90% in which the 90% of events
are expected, and the ratio µ90%/Nmod .

Model R∗ Nmod $E90%
(PeV)

µ90%/Nmod

MPR [5] 1.43 3.0 0.1÷10 0.4
P96pγ [30] 1.43 6.0 0.2÷10 0.2
S05 [31] 1.45 1.3 0.3÷5 1.2
SeSi [32] 1.48 2.7 0.3÷20 0.6
Mpp + pγ [33] 1.48 0.24 0.8÷50 6.8

a E−2 energy spectrum is E2Φ90% = 5.3 × 10−8 GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1

in the energy range 20 TeV–2.5 PeV. Other models predicting cos-
mic neutrino fluxes with a spectral shape different from E−2 are
tested and some of them excluded at a 90% c.l.
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The flux limit for upgoing magnetic monopoles is shown in Fig. 7 as a function
of the monopole velocity β. The limits reported by MACRO [12] for an isotropic
flux of monopoles, Baikal [13] and AMANDA [14] for upgoing monopoles are also
given, as well as the theoretical Parker bound [11]. The flux limit obtained by this
analysis improves by a factor of three the upper limits on the upgoingmonopole flux for
velocities above the Cherenkov threshold and extends these limits to lower velocities
than limits obtained by previous neutrino telescope analyses.
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Figure 7: The ANTARES 90 % C.L. upper limit on an upgoing magnetic monopole flux for relativistic
velocities 0.625 ≤ β ≤ 0.995 obtained in this analysis, compared to the theoretical Parker bound [11], the
published upper limits obtained by MACRO [12] for an isotropic flux of monopoles as well as the upper
limits from Baikal [13] and AMANDA [14] for upgoing monopoles.

7. Summary

A search for relativistic magnetic monopoles has been performed with 116 days
live time of ANTARES data, yielding limits on the upgoing magnetic monopole flux
above the Cherenkov threshold for 0.75 ≤ β ≤ 0.995 (γ = 10) which are more stringent
than those obtained by previous experiments in this β range. Furthermore, with a good
identification of bright objects at low velocities thanks to the low light scattering in
sea water, the analysis improves the upper limits below the Cherenkov threshold for
0.625 ≤ β ≤ 0.75.
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slightly better correspondence. As for the lack of statistically
significant coherence found here, it is noted that acoustic reflec-
tions and optical measurements are non-conservative properties,
which not only depend on (advective) currents but also on
particle sizes and biological influences. The w contains a lot of
high-frequency variations that are not noise, but internal waves
near the buoyancy period of a few hours. It is noted that these
values of w are measured relatively close to the sea bottom,
although still well above the frictional bottom boundary layer.

Such large downward motions cannot be associated with
sinking particles like heavy diatoms and fecal pellets, whose
speeds are 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller (Passow, 1991;
Lampitt et al., 1993). They also cannot be associated with
zooplankton migration. Zooplankton moves at such speeds, but
down and up, in various cycles including a diurnal and a seasonal
cycle, in the latter going up in spring (van Haren, 2007).

3.3. Details of variations at time-scales of meanders, eddies, and jets

Similar, although less intense, w-variations are observed later in
the record (Fig. 6). The optical measurements episodically exceed
300 kHz, roughly with the same 20710 days periodicity as enhanced
w, dI and 9U9. Due to warming from May onwards the stratification
prevents any deep convection, so that this process definitely cannot
explain episodic large summer-autumnal downward currents. Simi-
larly, cascading events in nearby canyons transporting debris down
are not expected to occur at a 10–20 days periodicity. Recent
sediment and [horizontal] current research (Khripounoff et al.,
2009) showed that in the Var-canyon, the nearest canyon upstream

of ANTARES, a distinction occurred between resuspension higher-up
in the canyon and near its foot. The deep resuspension was mainly
attributed to the ‘‘regularly’’ meandering NC influence rather than to
flash floods. Locally, in the weakly stratified deep layers [slanted]
convection may persist throughout the year associated with sub-
mesoscale eddies (Testor and Gascard, 2006) and/or near-inertial
internal waves (van Haren and Millot, 2009). However, such pro-
cesses are not known for 20-day quasi-periodicity.

Progressive Vector Diagrams (PVDs) constructed via time
integration of horizontal particle velocities using the deep ADCP
data show predominant westward ‘displacement’ between days
69 and 79, preceded by northward and followed by southward
displacements (Fig. 7a). Although ambiguous, this could be inter-
preted as due to the passage of a mesoscale meander or clockwise
eddy passing with its core between the ANTARES site and the
coast during westward propagation with the prevailing NC, such
as observed previously (Crépon et al., 1982).

Generally, the baroclinic unstable, meandering NC passes
inshore of the ANTARES site as is observed from sea surface
satellite images (e.g., Fig. 7b). Particularly on day 68 we observe a
strong baroclinic instability forming a vortex pair or dipole just to
the East of the ANTARES site (Fig. 7b), with a seaward central jet.
This is visualized in the large change in surface chlorophyll
(‘color’). The dimensions are 40!80 km, about twice the ampli-
tude and wavelength of typical NC-instabilities that are visible to
the West of the dipole and which occur at 10–20 day intervals.
The size of the dipole compares well with previous observations
affecting surface plankton in the Atlantic Ocean (Gower et al.,
1980). Many good satellite images could not be obtained over the

Fig. 4. (a) Optical counting rate observed 50 m below the ADCP at MILOM (blue) and on Line 1 (red) as a function of time. (b–d) Raw MILOM-ADCP data, time-depth series.
In all panels the vertical white lines indicate absence of data. The two horizontal lines at 2350 and 2365 m are direct sound reflections from two storeys below the ADCP.
(b) Relative echo amplitude from a beam, limited to [0, 12] dB. (c). Current amplitude, between [0, 0.2] m s"1. (d) Vertical current, between ["0.01, 0.01] m s"1. In c., d.
useful data are available down to about 2390 m, and to about 2420 m between days 70 and 145 when echos are large. At depths further from the ADCP than this the signal
to noise ratio approached one due to radial sound loss and lack of scatterers. This results in acoustic levels at minimum constant noise level Imin(z) and hence dI¼0 (dark-
blue). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Why neutrino astronomy?
• Multi-messenger astronomy to extend our knowledge of the Universe.

• Probe the existence of astrophysical ν sources.

• Point sources search (optimised in the 1 TeV-1PeV range):
! Galactic candidate ν sources (SNRs, micro-quasars, Fermi bubbles, 

unidentified TeV γ-ray sources);
! Extragalactic candidate ν sources (GRB, AGN);
! Unexpected ν sources (neutrinos can escape dense environments).

• Diffuse neutrino fluxes (collisions of cosmic rays with interstellar matter).

• Dark matter, neutrino oscillations, exotics phenomena.
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Detection Principle
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The ANTARES Telescope

© F. Montanet 

12 lines
25 storeys / line
3 PMTs / storey

885 PMTs

14.5 m

350 m

100 m

~70 m

Anchor/line socket
Submarine links

Junction Box

40 km Cable
to shore

2500 m depth

Storey

In the Mediterranean 
Sea (near Toulon)



ANTARES Collaboration
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Sky coverage for ANTARES

• ANTARES observes a large part of the sky (~3.5π sr) – Galactic Plane most of the time.

• ANTARES complements the IceCube field of view.

γ-ray sources

galactic coordinates

Up-going neutrinos
⇒ southern hemisphere

100% visibility up to about 
δ= -50° in the 

Mediterranean Sea



Diffuse Flux Search

• Search of extraterrestrial neutrinos from unresolved sources

• Assumption of #!E-2 spectrum resulting from shock 
acceleration processes

• An excess of events over the expected atmospheric neutrino 
background will indicate an extraterrestrial neutrino flux

• Upper bounds for the neutrino diffuse flux are derived from 
the observation of the diffuse fluxes of γ-rays and ultra high 
energy CRs

• ANTARES Data: Dec. 2007-Dec. 2009 data (334 days)



Event Selection
• Basic selection:

- Good quality runs are selected     
(i.e. most of the detector running, 
low bioluminescence)

- A trigger based on minimum number 
of causally related hits (all data to 
shore → on-shore event filtering)

• 1st Level cuts:

- Upgoing reconstructed tracks of fair 
enough quality: cosθrec<80°, Λ>‐6, 
Nhits>60

- According to MC this removes all 
atm muons with E < 1 TeV and 
reduces mis-reconstructed events by 
almost 3 orders of magnitude   
(more about Λ later)

• 2nd Level cuts: 

- Combined selection based on Nhits 
and track quality, Λ

MC:  <1 mis-reconstructed 
muon/year in the final sample

MC atm. μ
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Energy Estimator

High energy muons can 
produce more than one hit on a 

single PMT. 
Direct + Scattered photons, 

Light from EM showers

Mean number of Repetitions (R) 
of integration gate on the same 

Optical Module

R = 
Σ Ri

NOM

R
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

ev
en

ts

-110

1

10

Data
Atms 
Signal 

E2 #90% C.L.=5.3!10-8 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1

R<1.31

Bartol (conventional ν)  104.0
Max “prompt” model         2.0
Data                                125

R≥1.31

Atmospheric ν  10.7±2.4
Exp. signal ν             10.8
Data                            9

R cut determined by optimising the Model Rejection 
Factor.  After unblinding (2nd level candidates) events 
above R cut are compatible with background expectation.



Diffuse νμ Flux: Upper Limit

E2 #90% C.L.=5.3!10-8 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1

#"! E-2

20 TeV< Eν<2.5 PeV



Search for Point Sources of 
Cosmic Neutrinos

• Make real “astronomy” with neutrinos!

• Look for event clusters using the good pointing capabilities 
of ANTARES (~ 0.5°)

• Data: Jan 2007-Dec 2010 data (813 days)¶

• Good quality runs are selected (i.e. most of the detector 
running, low bioluminescence)

• Keep events reconstructed as upgoing

• Events are accepted if the angular error estimate is β< 1° 

• A cut on track quality (Λ> -5.2) is chosen to optimise the 
sensitivity to an E-2 flux

¶ Previous results for 2007-2008 data (304 days) can be found in arXiv:1108.0292 
(accepted by ApJL).



Atmospheric μ Reduction

• Events in this plot are 
reconstructed as upgoing

• Cuts applied to select 
upward candidate 
neutrinos: Λ> -5.2  β< 1°

• Cuts are chosen to 
optimise the discovery 
potential

• 3058 events in final sample

• From simulation the muon 
contamination is 14%
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Data-MC Comparison
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Detector Performances
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Cumulative angular resolution

E-2 flux for signal neutrinos
Angle between true (MC) neutrino 
direction and reconstructed track

Median is 0.46° 
83% of events < 1°

Event acceptance

Number of selected events for a 
reference flux of 

Φ = 10-8 (E / GeV)-2 GeV-1 cm-2 s-1

as a function of the declination
Everything included, i.e.: reconstruction, 

event selection and visibility



Compare expectation for background vs. signal (position and 
energy) and maximise likelihood ratio

Angular resolution from MC 
(point spread function)

Bck/signal expected 
energy difference

Background rate from real data: 
RA scrambling + parametrisation

Unbinned Search Method



Significance: 

the bigger is Q, the more 
data are signal-like

Unbinned Search Method

Statistical test

Full-sky search
The fitting procedure returns μsig, δs and 
αs amount of signal (or limit) and position

Candidate list search
The fit gives μsig 

only signal (positions fixed)



Full-sky Search Results
Most signal-like cluster at 

α = -46.5°
δ = -65.0° 

9 events inside a 3° cone

1°
3°

Nsig = 5
Q = 13.02
p-value = 0.026
Significance = 2.2 σ

Result compatible with the background hypothesis.

Sky map in Galactic Coordinates      Background colour indicates

Blue points: selected events (3058)        Red stars: candidate source list

visibility



Candidate List Search Results
Look in the direction of a list of 51 predefined candidate sources
(selection based on a convolution between the visibility and the 

gamma ray flux, IC40+IC59 hotspot included)

First eleven sources sorted by Q-value 
Last column shows the 90% CL upper limit on the flux 

(E / GeV)-2 GeV-1 cm-2 s-1

HESS J1023‒575 most signal-like, p–value 40% (post trial) 

Compatible with the background hypothesis



Candidate List Search 
Flux Upper Limits

Assumed signal 
proportional to E-2 flux
 
ANTARES 2007-2010
813 days
x 2.5 improvement w.r.t. 
previous analysis (304 days)

For most of candidate 
sources ANTARES gives 
the most stringent limits.

IceCube requires very high 
energy component (E >1 PeV) 
for Southern Sky.



• AGN blazars!exhibit relativistic jets pointing towards the Earth 
and are some of the most violent variable high energy 
phenomena in the Universe.

• The gamma-ray light curves of bright blazars reveal important 
time variability on timescales of hours to several weeks, with 
intensities much larger than the typical flux of the source in its 
quiescent state.

• Production of high-energy neutrinos in 
astrophysical sources where acceleration 
of hadrons may occur. MeV-TeV gamma-
rays and high energy neutrinos are 
produced through hadronic interactions of 
the high energy cosmic rays with radiation 
or gas clouds surrounding the source.

Flares from AGN Blazars



Neutrino Search from 
γ-ray Flaring Blazars

• Discovery potential increases 
using the information from γ-ray 
detectors (Swift, Fermi , HESS)

• ANTARES data: 2008 (61 days)

• LBAS Catalog                   
(Fermi LAT Bright AGN Sample)

• Event selection: quality runs,    
Λ> -5.4, β< 1°

• Include space-time information 
in likelihood ratio to reduce 
background and increase 
discovery potential.
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Fig. 3. ANTARES muon neutrino and antineutrino effective area (continuous line)
as a function of the declination of the source computed from the Monte Carlo
simulation for an E−2

ν flux of upgoing muons selected for this analysis. The product
of the effective area by the visibility is shown with the dashed line.

as a mixture of signal and background. The goal is to determine, at a given120

point in the sky and at a given time, the relative contribution of each com-121

ponent and to calculate the probability to have a signal above background122

in a given model. The likelihood ratio, λ, is the logarithm of the ratio of the123

probability density for the hypothesis of signal and background (Hsig+bkg) over124

the probability density of only background (Hbkg):125

λ =
N∑

i=1

log
P (xi|Hsig+bkg)

P (xi|Hbkg)
=

N∑

i=1

log
nsig

N
Psig(αi, ti) + (1 − nsig

N
)Pbkg(δi, ti)

Pbkg(αi, ti)
(1)

where nsig is the unknown number of signal events determined by the fit and126

N is the total number of events in the considered data sample. Psig(αi, ti)127

and Pbkg(δi, ti) are the probability density functions (PDF) for signal and128

background respectively. For a given event i, ti, δi and αi represent the time129

of the event, its declination and the angular separation from the source under130

consideration.131

The probability densities Psig and Pbkg are factorized into a purely directional132

and a purely time-related component. The shape of the time PDF for the133

signal event is extracted directly from the gamma-ray light curve assuming134

proportionality between the gamma-ray and the neutrino fluxes. For signal135

events, the directional PDF is described by the one dimensional point spread136

function (PSF), which is the probability density of reconstructing an event at137

an angular distance α from the true source position. The directional and time138
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obtain a p-value less than that of the median of the λ(nsig = 0) distribution164

in 90 % of the PEs. In the absence of evidence of a signal, an upper limit on165

the neutrino fluence is obtained and defined as the integral in energy and time166

of the flux upper limit with an assumed energy spectrum proportional to E−2
ν167

from 10 GeV to 10 PeV. The limits are calculated according to the classical168

(frequentist) method for upper limits [15].169

The performance of the time-dependent analysis was computed by applying170

this unbinned algorithm for a single source assuming a single square-shape flare171

with a width varying from 0.01 days to 84 days. The solid line in Figure 5 shows172

the average number of events required for a discovery from one source located173

at a declination of -40◦ as a function of the width of the flare. The numbers174

in the black line are compared to that obtained without using the timing175

information (dashed line). The flare timing information yields an improvement176

of the discovery potential by about a factor 2-3 with respect to a standard177

time-integrated point source search [14].178
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Fig. 5. Average number of events (solid line) required for a 5σ discovery (50 %
probability) from a single source located at a declination of -40◦ as a function of the
width of the flare period (σt) for the 60.8 day analysis. These numbers are compared
to that obtained without using the timing information (dashed line).

4 Search for Neutrino Emission from Gamma-Ray Flares179

The time-dependent analysis was applied to bright and variable Fermi blazar180

sources reported in the first-year Fermi LAT catalogue [16] and in the LBAS181

catalogue (LAT Bright AGN sample [17]). Sources were selected in the sky vis-182

ible to ANTARES and that had at least one day binned gamma-ray flux in the183

high state periods greater than 80x10−8 photons cm−2 s−1 above 100 MeV and184
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L

5σ

standard time-integrated point source search

AGN

x 2÷3 improvement
wrt standard analysis



10 flaring sources in selected period:

PKS0208-512, AO0235+164, PKS1510-089, 
3C273, 3C279, 3C454.3, OJ287, 
PKS0454-234, Wcomae, PKS2155-304
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Fig. 7. Gamma-ray light curve (dots) of the blazar 3C279 measured by the LAT
instrument onboard the Fermi satellite above 100 MeV. The light shaded histogram
(blue) indicates the high state periods. The dashed line (green) corresponds to the
fitted baseline. The red histogram displays the time of the associated ANTARES
neutrino event.

5 Summary225

This paper presents the first time-dependent search for cosmic neutrinos using226

the data taken with the full twelve line ANTARES detector during the last four227

months of 2008. For variable sources, time-dependent point searches are much228

more sensitive than time-integrated searches due to the large reduction of the229

background. This search was applied to ten very bright and variable Fermi230

LAT blazars. One neutrino event was detected in time/direction coincidence231

with the gamma-ray emission in only one case, for a flare of 3C279 in November232

2008, with a post-trial probability of 10 %. Upper limits were obtained on the233

neutrino fluence for the ten selected sources.234
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Neutrinos from γ-ray 
Blazars: Results

⇒ upper-limit on the neutrino fluency

⇒ pre trial p-value = 1.0%

For 9 sources: 0 events 

For 3C279: 1 event compatible 
with the source direction 
(Δα=0.56°) and time distribution

post trial p-value = 10% 
Not significant!

3C279

!"#$%&'#"()*%+'#,#"-.%!"#$%&#'(

3C279: 1 event compatible with the 
and time 

distribution  
pre trial p-value = 1.1%
post trial p-value ~10%

not significant

For 9 sources: 0 events upper-limit 
on the neutrino fluence

!"

10 flaring sources in selected period:
/012324!5637%8923:5;6<=7%/016562!24>7%:?3@:7%:?3@>7%
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Dark Matter Search
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DM Search - the 
Ingredients

• Binned search towards the direction of the Sun (visibility 
below horizon) 

• Background from atm. neutrinos and muons estimated 
from MC simulation and scrambled data

• Signal energy spectrum derived from WIMPSIM¶ 
simulation package for different WIMP masses and 
annihilation channel hypotheses

¶ A WIMP MonteCarlo for neutrino telescopes (Blennow, Edsjö, Ohlsson). It 
calculates the annihilation of WIMPs inside the Sun, collects all the νs that emerge 
and propagate them to the detector including ν interactions and oscillations.



DM Search
• Event selection based on fast and robust track 

reconstruction algorithm  [ApP 34 (2011) 652]

• Very good agreement data vs MonteCarlo events (2007-2008 
data analysis)

• Strong reduction of the atmospheric muon background

Event selection : fit quality
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Quality parameter of the track reconstruction for upgoing events
! very good agreement data vs. Monte Carlo events
! good separation between neutrino and muon events

Tchi2 < 1.6

μ

ν



Background in the Sun 
direction

• Neutrino background estimated from data scrambled in time 
(θ,Φ) using the Sun visibility at the ANTARES location

Background in the Sun direction
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• Background estimated from data scrambled in time and (!,")
• Using the Sun visibility at the ANTARES location

• Background due to neutrinos coming from CR interactions in the
Sun corona negligeable (<1% of atmospheric neutrinos)

All up-going events from 2007-2008 data Example of Sun tracking in horizontal coordinates
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All up-going events from 2007-2008 data Example of Sun tracking in horizontal coordinates



z = Eν/Mχ

Neutrino signal from WIMP 
annihilation

• The WIMPSIM package used to generate events in the Sun

• Large statistics with 3"106 WIMP annihilations 

• Annihilations in c, b, t quarks, τ leptons, WW/ZZ bosons and 
direct channels

• Neutrino interactions in the Sun medium taken into account
Neutrino spectrum of main decay channels
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mUED particular case!  

MWIMP = 350 GeV

Important contributions from
! leptons regeneration in the Sun

! neutrino oscillations visible

“Hard” spectrum “Soft” spectrum

z = Eν/Mχ

Neutrino spectrum of main decay channels
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mUED particular case!  

MWIMP = 350 GeV

Important contributions from
! leptons regeneration in the Sun

! neutrino oscillations visible

“Hard” spectrum “Soft” spectrum
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Sensitivity to ν flux
Neutrino fluxes at the Earth produced by 
Dark Matter annihilation are convoluted with 
the detector efficiency for given selection 
parameter sets (track fit quality, cone size)

Selection optimization and signal efficiency
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• Neutrino fluxes at the Earth produced by Dark Matter coannihilation are convoluated with
the detector efficiency for given selection parameter sets (track fit quality, cone size)

• Neutrino background given by scrambled data in the Sun direction is evaluated for the 
same selection set

• Optimization of sensitivity performed by minimizing

Effective area estimated
for all selection cuts (Tchi2,cone)

Background in Sun direction and
Average upper limit (Feldman-Cousins)

Sensitivity= µ90

Aeff (Mwimp)!Teff

Sensitivity to neutrino flux
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Sensitivity to neutrino flux for ANTARES 2007-2008 data

For CMSSM:
Branching ratios = 1

(for WW, bb, !!)
(Large variation of 
branching ratios 

over CMSSM
parameter space)

For mUED: 
Theoritical branching

ratios taken
into account

Sensitivity to neutrino flux 
for ANTARES 2007-2008 data

For CMSSM:
Branching ratios = 1 

(for WW, bb, ττ) 
(Large variation of 

branching ratios over 
CMSSM parameter space)

For mUED:
Theoretical branching 

ratios taken into account



Magnetic Monopoles

• ANTARES 2008 data: 116 days live-time

• Dedicated MC to simulate magnetic monopole signal in the 
velocity range β = [0.550, 0.995]

• Optimised algorithm with track fit and point-like fit, 
monopole velocity is a free parameter (v<c)

Figure 1: Number of Cherenkov photons in the 300 − 600 nm wavelength range emitted per cm in sea water
from a monopole with g = gD (solid line) and from δ−rays produced along its path (dashed line) as a function
of the velocity β of the monopole. For comparison, the direct Cherenkov emission from a muon is also shown
(dotted line). The number of photons scales as the square of the monopole charge.

4. Simulation and Reconstruction

4.1. Monte Carlo simulations
Upgoing magnetic monopoles with one unit of Dirac charge (g = gD) have been

simulated using a Monte Carlo program based on GEANT3 [29] for ten ranges of ve-
locities in the region β = [0.550, 0.995], independently of their mass, and with the
incoming direction distributed isotropically over the lower hemisphere. The number
of direct Cherenkov photons emitted by the magnetic monopoles is computed using
Eq. (1), with an emission angle with respect to the monopole direction defined by
cos(θγ) = 1/βn. For photons emitted from δ−rays, the angular dispersion is calcu-
lated numerically [30] from the multiple scattering of electrons in water [31]. Figure 2
shows the angular distribution of Cherenkov photons from δ−rays with respect to the
monopole direction for several values of the monopole velocity.

The simulation of emitted photons is processed inside a cylindrical volume sur-
rounding the instrumented volume. A radius of 480 m (eight times the absorption
length), four times larger than that used for the standard ANTARES muon simulation,
is chosen in order to take into account the large amount of light emitted by a magnetic
monopole.

When searching for upgoing magnetic monopoles, the main source of background
events is due to upgoing muons induced by atmospheric neutrinos and downgoing at-
mospheric muons wrongly reconstructed as upgoing. The simulation of downgoing
atmospheric muons produced by the interaction of cosmic rays with nuclei in the upper
atmosphere is carried out using the CORSIKA air shower program [32] in combination
with the QGSJET code for the description of hadronic interactions [33]. The cosmic
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Figure 4: Zenith angle distributions of simulated downgoing atmospheric muons (with the normalization
factor applied) and simulated muons induced by upgoing atmospheric neutrinos compared with the 15%
data sample. Distribution of simulated magnetic monopoles generated at β = [0.775, 0.825] (dashed line) is
also shown with arbitrary absolute normalization. Only tracks reconstructed using hits on at least two lines
are considered in this plot.

of light emitted by a monopole compared to that of atmospheric muons or muons in-
duced by atmospheric neutrinos makes this a particularly powerful discriminant. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 5 where the distributions of the numbers of hits are shown for
the simulated atmospheric events and for magnetic monopoles simulated in the range
β = [0.775, 0.825]. For all tracks in these distributions the reconstructed velocity is
restricted to βrec = [0.775, 0.825].

A second discriminating variable was introduced in order to further reduce the
background, in particular for velocities below the Cherenkov threshold where the light
emission is less. Two different track-reconstruction fits for each event are performed.
In the first fit, the velocity βrec is fixed at 1, whereas the second modified algorithm
allows βrec as a free parameter in the fit procedure. The discriminating parameter λ is
then defined as

λ = log
(

Qt(βrec = 1)
Qt(βrec = f ree)

)

, (3)

where Qt(βrec = 1) and Qt(βrec = f ree) are the track quality parameters for fixed and
free βrec, respectively. With this definition, it is expected that λ is positive formonopoles
and negative for atmospheric events. This feature is confirmed in Fig. 6, where distri-
butions of λ are displayed for events reconstructed in the range βrec = [0.775, 0.825].

The selection cuts were optimized by minimizing the MDF for a 5σ discovery at
90% probability. This minimization was performed by varying the cuts on the number
of hits and the λ parameter for each simulated velocity range. The cuts on Nhit and λ
resulting from the optimization are indicated in Table 1 for the three detector configu-
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• Event selection: cuts on the number 
of hits and the parameter P:

>0 monopoles

<0 atms ! and "{
(Qt is a quality parameter)

P



The flux limit for upgoing magnetic monopoles is shown in Fig. 7 as a function
of the monopole velocity β. The limits reported by MACRO [12] for an isotropic
flux of monopoles, Baikal [13] and AMANDA [14] for upgoing monopoles are also
given, as well as the theoretical Parker bound [11]. The flux limit obtained by this
analysis improves by a factor of three the upper limits on the upgoingmonopole flux for
velocities above the Cherenkov threshold and extends these limits to lower velocities
than limits obtained by previous neutrino telescope analyses.
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Figure 7: The ANTARES 90 % C.L. upper limit on an upgoing magnetic monopole flux for relativistic
velocities 0.625 ≤ β ≤ 0.995 obtained in this analysis, compared to the theoretical Parker bound [11], the
published upper limits obtained by MACRO [12] for an isotropic flux of monopoles as well as the upper
limits from Baikal [13] and AMANDA [14] for upgoing monopoles.

7. Summary

A search for relativistic magnetic monopoles has been performed with 116 days
live time of ANTARES data, yielding limits on the upgoing magnetic monopole flux
above the Cherenkov threshold for 0.75 ≤ β ≤ 0.995 (γ = 10) which are more stringent
than those obtained by previous experiments in this β range. Furthermore, with a good
identification of bright objects at low velocities thanks to the low light scattering in
sea water, the analysis improves the upper limits below the Cherenkov threshold for
0.625 ≤ β ≤ 0.75.
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116 days ANTARES data

Best limits above the Cherenkov thr. for 0.75≤β≤0.995 (γ=10) 

The analysis improves the upper limits also below the  
Cherenkov thr. for 0.625 ≤ β ≤ 0.75 

(low scattering in sea water: good identification of bright objects)

Magnetic Monopoles: 
Upper Limit



Summary

• ANTARES is continuously taking data in its final configuration 
since June 2008.

• ANTARES is the biggest neutrino telescope in the Northern 
hemisphere.

• Complementary measurements with respect to IceCube (but 
Galactic Plane!)

• The first analyses have been completed, and several others 
are being performed.

• We are waiting for the first astrophysical neutrino!


